Rad Conference Schedule

Tue Oct 30, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Body Imaging Lecture, Liver lesions- Malignant with Dr. Kalb
Where: 1556

12pm - 12:30pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Carmody
Where: Room 1369

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Oct 31, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference with Dr. Liau
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  mandatory for all - Grand Rounds - Workshop in Diversity Series - Everyday Bias and Medical Professionals with Francisco Lucio and Lydia Kennedy
Where: 2117

Thu Nov 1, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club w/Dr. Hannallah
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference - Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Schmit
Where: 1556

Fri Nov 2, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Combined Body Fellow and Resident Imaging Lecture, Diffuse liver disease with Dr. Martin
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Guzman
Where: Room 1369

Mon Nov 5, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference - Dr. Wendy McCurdy
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra

Tue Nov 6, 2018

7:30am - 8am  IR Fellow Monthly M&M
Where: IR Reading Room
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7:30am - 8:30am  US Case Conference with Dr. Kalb
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Neuroradiology Stroke with Dr. Becker
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Nov 7, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am Pediatric Conference - Neonatal Cranial Ultrasound: Part 1 Dr. Frank Morello
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Pediatric Conference - Neonatal Cranial Ultrasound: Part 2 with Dr. Morello
Where: 1556

Thu Nov 8, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am IR Fellow Lecture - IVC Filters and Filter Retrieval w/ Dr. Patel
Where: 1556

7:30am - 8:30am IR Lecture - w/ Dr. Patel
Where: 1556

9am - 10am MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Fri Nov 9, 2018

12pm - 1pm Grand Rounds - TBD - with Dr. Ehman

Mon Nov 12, 2018

12pm - 1pm Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

Tue Nov 13, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Collins
Where: Room 1556

12pm - 1pm Cancelled - Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture
Where: Room 1369
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12pm - 1pm
US Lecture: 2nd and 3rd trimester pregnancy: Cervical incompetence, Placenta, umbilical cord, gestational trophoblastic disease - Dr. Joy Liau
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

5:30pm - 6:30pm
Citywide MSK Conference: "Orthopaedic Evaluation of the Cervical Spine" - Dr. Kenneth Hood

Wed Nov 14, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference With Dr. Wyatt Unger
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds - TBD - Grant Assistance? with UA Office of Research Administration
Where: 2117

Thu Nov 15, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Venous Insufficiency/Lower Extremity Varice/Dr. Patel
Where: 1556

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Lecture - w/Dr. Patel
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

Fri Nov 16, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Becker
Where: Nuc Conf Rm

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Mon Nov 19, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference - Dr. Wendy McCurdy
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging Case Conference " Ultrasound biopsy" Dr. Fitzpatrick
Where: 1556
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Tue Nov 20, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  Breast Imaging Conference "TBD" - with Dr. Simon
    Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  
    Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
    Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Nov 21, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Upper GI Abnormalities in Infants and Children Dr. Sarah Desoky
    Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Fellow Body Lecture - Dr. Arif
    Where: Room 1369

Thu Nov 22, 2018

All day  Thanksgiving Holiday

Thu Nov 29, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - GU Interventions w/Dr. Hennemeyer
    Where: 1556

Mon Nov 26, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Conference - Neonatal Bowel Obstruction Dr. Dorothy Gilbertson
    Where: 1556

Tue Nov 27, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Guzman
    Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Chairman's Case Conference with Dr. Diego Martin
    Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  
    Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
    Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Nov 28, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference with Dr. Sowby
    Where: 1556

Thu Nov 29, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - GU Interventions w/Dr. Hennemeyer
    Where: 1556
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7:30am - 8:30am  IR Lecture - w/Dr. Hennemeyer  
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: MSK Reading room

Mon Dec 3, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference - Dr. Laura Lee  
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra

Tue Dec 4, 2018

7:30am - 8am  IR Fellow Monthly M&M  
Where: IR Reading Room

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology White Matter Disease with Dr. Lexa  
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Dec 5, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Congenital and Acquired Abnormalities of the Liver and Biliary System Dr. Frank Morello  
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds - TBD  
Where: 2117

Thu Dec 6, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club Conf w/Dr. Hanamaikai  
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference - Dr. Tyson Chadaz  
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Arteaga  
Where: 1556

Fri Dec 7, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Combined Body Fellow and Resident Imaging Lecture Adrenals, with Dr. Kalb  
Where: 1556
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Mon Dec 10, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Lexa
Where: Nuc Conf Rm

Tue Dec 11, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Eshghi
Where: Room 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Kubal
Where: Room 1369

Wed Dec 12, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference with Dr. Jayarurunathan
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds Resident Research Series - Maria Altbach, PhD & Russ Witte, PhD

Thu Dec 13, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Biliary and Non-vascular Interventions w/Dr. McGregor
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Fri Dec 14, 2018

12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Dec 17, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference - Dr. Mihra Taljanovic
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging "Stereotactic biopsy with Dr. Borders
Where: 1556
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Tue Dec 18, 2018

7am - 8am
Hands-on breast biopsy module, ***7:00 am at BIC*** with Drs. Borders/Fitzpatrick and Simon
Where: BIC

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Orbital Tumors with Dr. Carmody
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Dec 19, 2018

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - MR in Pediatric Liver Abnormalities Dr. Unni Udayasanker
Where: 1556

Thu Dec 20, 2018

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Interesting Case Conference w/Dr. Ruiz
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

Tue Dec 25, 2018

All day  Christmas Holiday
Where: Tue Dec 25, 2018

Thu Dec 27, 2018

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

Tue Jan 1, 2019

All day  New Years Day Holiday
Where: Tue Jan 1, 2019

Thu Jan 3, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room
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Fri Jan 4, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Body Imaging Lecture, non-US Pancreas- solid tumors with Dr. Kalb
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Bennett
   Where: Rm 1369

Mon Jan 7, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra

Tue Jan 8, 2019

7:30am - 8am  IR Fellow Monthly M&M
   Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Anderson
   Where: Room 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Winegar
   Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  US Lecture
   Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
   Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Jan 9, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Jan 10, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club Conf w/Dr. Ruiz
   Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
   Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
   Where: 1556

Fri Jan 11, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
   Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA
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Mon Jan 14, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

Tue Jan 15, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am Hands-on biopsy training at UABI with Drs. Kim Fitzpatrick and Joe Simon
Where: UABI

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Head and Neck Infections with Dr. Kubal
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Jan 16, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am Pediatric Conference - MR Imaging of Acute Appendicitis Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

1pm - 2pm  Fellow Body Lecture - Dr. Bisla
Where: Room 1369

Thu Jan 17, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am IR Fellow Lecture - IVC Filters and Filter Retrieval w/Dr. Woodhead
Where: 1556

7:30am - 8:30am IR Lecture - w/Dr. Woodhead
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

Fri Jan 18, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Journal Club w/Dr. Becker
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556
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Mon Jan 21, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference
| Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Joe Simon
| Where: 1556

Tue Jan 22, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Collins
| Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Chairman's Case Conference with Dr. Diego Martin
| Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Unni
| Where: Rm 1369

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
| Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Jan 23, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
| Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Jan 24, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Interesting Case Conference w/Dr. Hannallah
| Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
| Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Lecture with Dr. Palacio
| Where: 1556

Fri Jan 25, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
| Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Jan 28, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Conference - Pediatric Genitourinary Masses Dr. Dorothy Gilbertson
| Where: 1556
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Tue Jan 29, 2019

1pm - 2pm    
**Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation**  
*Where:* Body Reading Room

Wed Jan 30, 2019

12pm - 1pm    
**Grand Rounds**

Thu Jan 31, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am    
**IR Fellow Lecture - Interventions in Trauma w/Dr. Woodhead**  
*Where:* 1556

7:30am - 8:30am    
**IR Lecture - w/Dr. Woodhead**  
*Where:* 1556

9am - 10am    
**MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation**  
*Where:* MSK Reading room

Fri Feb 1, 2019

12pm - 1pm    
**Combined Body Fellow and Resident- Imaging Lecture - Pancreas-cystic disease and inflammation with Dr. Kalb**  
*Where:* 1556

12pm - 1pm    
**Neuro Fellow and Faculty Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Becker**  
*Where:* Rm 1369

Mon Feb 4, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am    
**MSK Conference**  
*Where:* 1556

12pm - 1pm    
**RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra**

Tue Feb 5, 2019

7:30am - 8am    
**IR Fellow Monthly M&M**  
*Where:* IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:30am    
**US Case Conference with Dr. Bisla**  
*Where:* 1556

12pm - 1pm    
**Neuroradiology Skull Base Anatomy & Pathology with Dr. Bennett**  
*Where:* 1556

1pm - 2pm    
**Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation**  
*Where:* Body Reading Room
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Wed Feb 6, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Developmental Dysplasia of the Hip Dr. Frank Morello  
Where:  1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Feb 7, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club Conference w/ Dr. Hanamaikai  
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference  
Where:  1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Schmit  
Where:  1556

Fri Feb 8, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA  
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Feb 11, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky  
Where:  1556

Tue Feb 12, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Becker  
Where: Room 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/ Dr. Lexa  
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  US Lecture  
Where:  1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Feb 13, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference  
Where:  1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds with Dr. Bruce Forster
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Thu Feb 14, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Pulmonary Embolism & Venous Thrombolysis w/Dr. Hennemeyer
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Fri Feb 15, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Journal Club w/Dr. Bennett
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Mon Feb 18, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  "Dosimetry and Artifacts" - Dr. Srini Vedantham
Where: 1556

Tue Feb 19, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Breast Imaging Conference - Dr. Marisa Borders
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Orbital Infections with Dr. Winegar
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Feb 20, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Skeletal Dysplasias Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

1pm - 2pm  Fellow Body Lecture - Dr. Gopireddy
Where: Room 1369

Thu Feb 21, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Hanamaikai
Where: IR Reading Room
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9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
   Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
   Where: 1556

Fri Feb 22, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
   Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Feb 25, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - MR Enterography in Pediatric IBD Dr. Unni Udayasanker
   Where: 1556

Tue Feb 26, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Eshghi
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Chairman's Case Conference with Dr. Diego Martin
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Guzman
   Where: Rm 1369

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
   Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Feb 27, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
   Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Feb 28, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Interventional Oncology I - Perc. Ablation w/Dr. Woodhead
   Where: 1556

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Lecture - with Dr. Woodhead
   Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
   Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Lecture with Dr. Arteaga
   Where: 1556
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Fri Mar 1, 2019

12pm - 1pm
Combined Body Fellow and Resident- Imaging Lecture, non-US Pancreas-solid tumors with Dr. Kalb
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Unni
Where: Rm 1369

Mon Mar 4, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra

Tue Mar 5, 2019

7:30am - 8am  IR Fellow Monthly M&M
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:30am  US Case Conference with Dr. Liau
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Spine Tumors with Dr. Becker
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 6, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Imaging of Normal and Abnormal Bone Marrow in Children Dr. Frank Morello
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Mar 7, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club Conf w/Dr. Hannallah
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Palacio
Where: 1556
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Fri Mar 8, 2019
7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Eshghi
Where: 1556
12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Mar 11, 2019
12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

Tue Mar 12, 2019
7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Anderson
Where: Room 1556
12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Carmody
Where: Rm 1369
12pm - 1pm  US Lecture
Where: 1556
1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 13, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
Where: 1556
12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Mar 14, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Interventional Oncology II - Chemo Embo w/Dr. Woodhead
Where: 1556
7:30am - 8:30am  IR Lecture - with Dr. Woodhead
Where: 1556
9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room
12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Fri Mar 15, 2019
12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Journal Club w/Dr. Kubal
Where: Rm 1369
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12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo  
Where: 1556

Mon Mar 18, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference  
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Borders  
Where: 1556

Tue Mar 19, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Breast Imaging Conference - Dr. S. Bryan  
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Important MRI anatomy for neck tumor evaluation with Dr. Guzman  
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 20, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - MSK Infection & Inflammatory Processes and Arthropathies Dr. Sarah Desoky  
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

1pm - 2pm  Fellow Body Lecture - Dr. Liau  
Where: Room 1369

Thu Mar 21, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Interventional Oncology III-Y-90 w/ Dr. Patel  
Where: 1556

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Lecture w/Dr. Patel  
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation  
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz  
Where: 1556
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Fri Mar 22, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Mar 25, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Conference - Imaging Suspected Non-Accidental Trauma
Dr. Dorothy Gilbertson
Where: 1556

Tue Mar 26, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Collins
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Chairman's Case Conference with Dr. Diego Martin
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Winegar
Where: Rm 1369

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 27, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
Where: 1556

8:30am - 8:50am  Mandatory group Photo for Fellows & Residents
Where: College of Medicine/College of Nursing Court Yard (farmers market area)

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Mar 28, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Ruiz
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Lecture with Dr. Schmit
Where: 1556

Mon Apr 1, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra
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Tue Apr 2, 2019

7:30am - 8am  IR Fellow Monthly M&M
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:30am  US Case Conference with Dr. Reddy
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology "Successful job interviewing techniques" with Dr. Lexa
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Apr 3, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Congenital Malformations of Bones Dr. Frank Morello
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds
Where: 2117

Thu Apr 4, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Arteaga
Where: 1556

Fri Apr 5, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Combined Body Fellow and Resident- Imaging Lecture, non-US Pancreas-cystic disease and inflammation with Dr. Kalb
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Lexa
Where: Rm 1369

Mon Apr 8, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

Tue Apr 9, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Bennett
Where: Room 1556
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12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Unni
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  US Lecture
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Apr 10, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Apr 11, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club Conf w/Dr. Ruiz
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Fri Apr 12, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon Apr 15, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Cory Spicer
Where: 1556

Tue Apr 16, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Breast Imaging Conference - Dr. Joe Simon
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Pediatric Brain Tumors with Dr. Bennett
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room
Rad Conference Schedule

Wed Apr 17, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am
Pediatric Conference - Pediatric Seizure Imaging Dr. Unni Udayasanker
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

1pm - 2pm  Fellow Body Lecture - Dr. Arif
Where: Room 1369

Thu Apr 18, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am
IR Fellow Lecture - Peripheral Vascular Disease and Interventions w/Dr. Hennemeyer
Where: 1556

7:30am - 8am
IR Lecture - Peripheral Vascular Disease and Interventions w/Dr. Hennemeyer
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

Fri Apr 19, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Journal Club w/Dr. Guzman
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Mon Apr 22, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Conference - Cardiac Segemental Analysis Dr. Dorothy Gilbertson
Where: 1556

Tue Apr 23, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Chairman's Case Conference with Dr. Diego Martin
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Winegar
Where: Rm 1369

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room
Rad Conference Schedule

Wed Apr 24, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
Where: 1556

Thu Apr 25, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Hanamaikai
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Lecture with Dr. Palacio
Where: 1556

Fri Apr 26, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Tue Apr 30, 2019

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed May 1, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Imaging the Neonatal Spine: Part 1 & 2
Dr. Frank Morello
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu May 2, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Schmit
Where: 1556

Fri May 3, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Body Imaging Lecture, non-US Biliary disease with Dr. Liau
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Bennett
Where: Rm 1369
Rad Conference Schedule

Mon May 6, 2019
7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra

Tue May 7, 2019
7:30am - 8am    IR Fellow Monthly M&M
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:30am  US Case Conference with Dr. Kalb
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm
Neuroradiology Nontraumatic Intracranial Hemmorhage with Dr. Kubal
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed May 8, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu May 9, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - Endocrine Interventions w/Dr. McGregor
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Fri May 10, 2019
12pm - 1pm  Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon May 13, 2019
12pm - 1pm  Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

Tue May 14, 2019
7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Anderson
Where: Room 1556
Rad Conference Schedule

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Kubal
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  US Lecture
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed May 15, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Pediatric GU Tract Dr. Sarah Desoky
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu May 16, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Lecture - TBD w/Dr. Patel
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading Room

12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

Fri May 17, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Carmody
Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Mon May 20, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Michael Posch
Where: 1556

Tue May 21, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Breast Imaging Conference - Dr. Kim Fitzpatrick
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Temporal Bone Lesions with Dr. Winegar
Where: 1556
Rad Conference Schedule

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed May 22, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am  Body Imaging Case Conference
Where: 1556
12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu May 23, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Hannallah
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading Room

12pm - 1pm  Chest Lecture with Dr. Arteaga
Where: 1556

Fri May 24, 2019
12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

Mon May 27, 2019
All day  Memorial Day

Tue May 28, 2019
7:30am - 8:15am  Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Collins
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Chairman's Case Conference with Dr. Diego Martin
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Becker
Where: Rm 1369

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed May 29, 2019
12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds
Rad Conference Schedule

Thu May 30, 2019

- **7:30am - 8:30am**  IR Fellow Lecture - TBD w/Dr. McGregor
  - Where: IR Reading Room

- **9am - 10am**  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
  - Where: MSK Reading room